For many applications it is critical to know the uncertainty of a neural network's predictions. While a variety of neural network parameter estimation methods have been proposed for uncertainty estimation, they have not been rigorously compared across uncertainty measures. We assess four of these parameter estimation methods to calibrate uncertainty estimation using four different uncertainty measures: entropy, mutual information, aleatoric uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty. We also evaluate their calibration using expected calibration error. We additionally propose a novel method of neural network parameter estimation called RECAST, which combines cosine annealing with warm restarts with Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics, capturing more diverse parameter distributions. When benchmarked against mutilated data from MNIST, we show that RECAST is well-calibrated and when combined with predictive entropy and epistemic uncertainty it offers the best calibrated measure of uncertainty when compared to recent methods.
Introduction
Deep learning has seen huge successes in a multitude of fields. For sensitive applications, it is critical for a neural network to provide uncertainty estimates, especially indicating when it is likely to be incorrect [4] . Unfortunately, off-the-shelf methods lack this capability [2, 9, 11, 12] . While softmax outputs are predictive probabilities, they are not valid measures for measuring the confidence in the prediction, as they are often poorly calibrated and result in overconfident predictions [10, 5] .
Bayesian methods offer a principled approach of uncertainty representation in neural networks with parameters represented probabilistically. The challenge associated with Bayesian methods is the high computational cost of inference. In addressing this, approximate inference methods such as Stochastic Gradient Markov Chain Monte Carlo (SG-MCMC) [13] , Variational Inference (VI) [3] and Monte Carlo Dropout (MCD) [2] are widely used. That being said, while many works focus on inference in Bayesian Neural Networks (BNN), they often ignore the effect of the chosen uncertainty measure. Numerous different measures are used, for example entropy, mutual information, epistemic uncertainty and aleatoric uncertainty, and it is unclear which measure best reflects uncertainty. This paper makes the following contributions: (1) We introduce a new Bayesian uncertainty estimation method called RECAST (restart cosine annealing stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics). It is a new method of SG-MCMC that enables exploration of more complex posterior distributions for neural network parameters.
(2) We conduct a principled comparison of different uncertainty measures that results in a calibrated method to estimate uncertainty.
(3) When benchmarked using mutilated data, we show that predictive entropy and epistemic uncertainty when combined with RECAST offers the best calibrated measure of uncertainty when compared to recent methods.
Algorithm 1 The RECAST algorithm

Input:
Step size ( t ), Number of samples (N), Restart Iterations (R), Initialize t =1. for i = 1 to N do if i mod R = 0 (i.e. every R iterations) then Reset and Exploration stage: Apply the warm restart by resetting the step size ( t ) to 1. The large t allows for an exploration of the posterior. end if
Step size decay and Exploitation stage: Decay step size ( t ) according to a cosine annealed schedule. During this phase (for small t ) samples are drawn from the localized area of the posterior (i.e. exploitation). end for 2 Our Approach: RECAST RECAST is based on Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics (SGLD) [13] , with the goal of improving its ability to perform uncertainty estimation, while remaining scalable by retaining a time complexity of O(m), where m is a mini batch size. SGLD's convergence properties are related to the step size ( t ) and as it decays, the sampling efficiency decreases. This results in sampling within a localized area which reduces the capacity to explore the posterior. RECAST is based on the hypothesis that the singular SGLD step size decay is unable to sufficiently explore more complex posterior distributions. Importantly when Bayesian methods fail to capture the true posterior it results in models being miscalibrated [6] . RECAST, given in Algorithm 1, addresses the aforementioned issues, while not increasing the computational overhead (O(m)). RECAST uses learning rate schedules with cosine annealling and warm restarts used in conventional stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [8] .
RECAST has a phase of sampling in a localized area and by introducing warm restarts to the SGLD learning rate ( t ), RECAST has a phase of exploring a more diverse posterior over parameters.
Experiments
We analyze the effectiveness of the following uncertainty measures: aleatoric uncertainty, epistemic uncertainty, mutual information and expected entropy using different BNN parameter estimation methods including our approach RECAST, as well as SGLD [13] , MCD [2] , Variational Inference [1] and Deep Ensembling [7] . Additionally, we evaluate calibration based on the expected calibration error (ECE). We experiment using MNIST by training with un-mutilated images using the BNN parameter estimation methods and testing using mutilated images to simulate uncertainty. The mutilation used to simulate uncertainty involves the addition of Gaussian noise with a kernel of varying variance (0-1, in 0.083 increments). The uncertainty measures are then computed for the different BNN parameter estimation methods. Finally, we assess calibration using ECE for the different models, with perfect calibration having zero ECE. However, it is impossible to achieve perfect calibration even on un-mutilated data [4] . Therefore, for mutilated data we propose an addition, where we assess the correlation between the ECE and uncertainty, which for perfect calibration under uncertainty should equal 1. This indicates that the increased ECE is only a function of the mutilation. We also evaluate the correlation between the uncertainty measure and model accuracy, with ideal performance being a correlation of 1. All experiments are repeated five times for a LeNet-5 architecture. At most 12000 epochs were used to ensure adequate sampling of the distributions.
Uncertainty Evaluation
We demonstrate the effectiveness of SG-MCMC based methods, in particular RECAST over other methods. RECAST is shown to have a high performance, specifically for restarts after 2000 iterations. We propose that restarts after fewer iterations result in not reaching the Langevin dynamics phase and a larger number of iterations results in lower diversity captured in the posterior.
The results comparing different uncertainty measures for each parameter estimation method is shown in Figure 1 . It indicates that RECAST and SGLD best capture uncertainty as they scale from no mutilation to higher uncertainty for greater mutilation. Variational Inference and Ensembling methods convey similar uncertainty for all uncertainty measures beside epistemic uncertainty. Finally, MCD shows high values of uncertainty throughout even with no mutilation applied.
The relative performance is then quantified in Table 1 . When evaluating all the uncertainty measures, it is evident that predictive entropy and epistemic uncertainty provide the best mapping of uncertainty to mutilations, irrespective of parameter estimation method. However, when comparing parameter estimation methods, MCD has the poorest correlation magnitudes, whilst Variational Inference and Ensembling also match up equally. While RECAST and SGLD have similar performance, a distinction lies in epistemic uncertainty. RECAST has a superior correlation between model accuracy and epistemic uncertainty when compared to SGLD. Not only, does this represent the superior calibration of RECAST, but is also useful as measuring epistemic uncertainty would allow the model accuracy to be inferred by proxy.
RECAST further outperforms all models based on the correlation of ECE vs uncertainty. This shows RECAST better retains its level of calibration behaviour even under mutilations, with ECE increasing as a linear dependant function of mutilation. Moreover, in terms of model calibration, RECAST provides the best calibration, with an ECE of 2.37%.
Overall, we show that RECAST is better calibrated than other methods for uncertainty estimation when using entropy or epistemic uncertainty measures, whilst still being scalable by retaining the complexity of O(m). To examine if RECAST offers a greater exploration of the posterior and captures a more diverse weight space, we sampled the weights in all of the BNNs, which is shown in Figure 2 . RECAST (gold) exhibits a greater diversity of weights than other BNNs. This diversity helps explain RECAST's better ability to represent uncertainty compared to the other BNNs. A narrower distribution over parameters implies insufficient model capacity, which in turn causes poor calibration.
Weight Distribution Analysis
Representation of uncertainty in neural networks is critical for sensitive applications. We compared parameter estimation methods for BNNs and demonstrated that RECAST captures a more diverse set of network parameters, enabling our proposed model to better represent uncertainty. We also compared uncertainty representation measurement methods. When RECAST is paired with entropy and epistemic uncertainty, it yielded a well-calibrated uncertainty measure that scales to neural nets.
